
The Nonhuman Challenge

November 26, 2020
Thu, 17:30-19:30
―――

Online Event

(held on Zoom)

―――

Admission free

Registration required

Cooperation: Research Unit for Contemporary Performing Arts of Japan

Host: School of Global Japanese Studies, Meiji University

School of Global Japanese Studies presents

A Special LECTURE and WORKSHOP

17:30-17:35
Welcome remarks & Introduction

Ken Hagiwara, Krisztina Rosner (Meiji University)

17:35-18:25
Part I. Lecture + Q&A 

Gentiane Venture (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Engineering)

18:25-18:30 Intermission

18:30-19:15
Part II. Workshop (with max. 10 participants + observers) 

Enrique Coronado (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Engineering)
Liz Rincon-Ardila (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Engineering)

19:25-19:30 Closing remarks

Time Table

How to Register

Step 1: Go to https://forms.gle/GwNonXogUYjc2bQr8 or read the QR Code:

[Note] ･Please choose the participation type: The number of participants is 
maximum 10, however, it is possible to attend the workshop 

as an observer.
･Prior experience in theatre is not necessary.

Step 2: You will receive the invitation for Zoom until November 25, 2020

Step 3: See you on Zoom at 17:30 on November 26, 2020!

https://forms.gle/GwNonXogUYjc2bQr8


French Roboticist Gentiane Venture is a distinguished professor at the Tokyo University 
of Agriculture and Technology and a cross appointed fellow with AIST. She obtained her MSc and 
PhD from Ecole Centrale/University of Nantes in 2000 and 2003 respectively. After working at CEA in 
2004 and for 6 years at the University of Tokyo, since 2009 she has been working at the Tokyo 
University of Agriculture and Technology, where she has established an international research group, 
GVLab, working on human science and robotics:  motion dynamics, robot control and non-verbal 
communication. Her work is highly interdisciplinary, collaborating with therapists, psychologists, 
neuroscientists, sociologists, philosophers, ergonomists, artists and designers.

About the Lecture

it is often said that robots are coming to share our working/living space. Human-Robot

Interaction studies show that the readiness of the systems is far from reaching expectations. To

compensate for the robots’ limitations tricks are used: controlled lab experiments, Wizard of Oz, and

minutely scenarized interactions. Studies controlling some very specific parameters are like in-vitro

experiments, failing in providing a holistic study of human and robot shared experience. "HRI in the

wild", in ecological environment, can provide a rich data set of interactions, they are like in-vivo

experiments. Because of the unstructured nature of the experience, programming such interactions is

ultimately time consuming and requires multiple expertise, thus often left behind. I will present our

tools to create HRI in the wild and some applications in stage installation and private houses. I will

introduce our robot cognitive processes and expressive movements generation. I will conclude with

some robot & UX design perspectives.

IF

About the Workshop

In the workshop we focus on the relationship between robots and performing arts, exploring the

creative ways a robot and an actor can perform together.

What you get to know:

Dr. Enrique Coronado received his M.S. degree in Advanced Robotics from Ecole Centrale of 
Nantes, France, and University of Genoa, Italy, in 2017, and Ph.D. degree in Mechanical Engineering 
Systems from Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology in 2020. His research interests include 
Software Architectures for Robotics Systems, Human-Robot Interaction, End-User Development, 
Affecting Computing and Artificial Intelligence.

Dr. Liz Katherine Rincon A. received her M.S. in Electronic and Computer Engineering of the 
University of Andes, Colombia in 2008,. She worked as post-doctoral researcher at the Institute for 
Technological Research of São Paulo, Brazil (2013-2015). In 2013, she obtained her Ph.D. in Mechanical 
Engineering from the University of Campinas, UNICAMP, Brazil and SUPELEC, France. Her research is 
on deep optimal and adaptive cognitive control systems for personalized Human Robot Interaction 
with interests in Advanced Adaptive Optimal Control, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, Deep Learning, 
Cognitive sciences and innovative technologies for evolutive intelligent systems. 

Participants will have a rare

opportunity to experiment with

real time robot manipulation, and

by combining the simple gestures

and actions of the robot into short

situations, we will have the chance

to informally discuss the challenges,

advantages, limitations of robot-actor performance, such as improvisation, basic dramaturgy, 
perception and communication of emotions. 

Contact：Dr. Krisztina Rosner, rosner@meiji.ac.jp, Hosted by School of Global Japanese Studies, Meiji University www.meiji.ac.jp/nippon


